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ABSTRACT This paper presents an efficient solution to reduce the power consumption of the pop-
ular linear feedback shift register by exploiting the gated clock approach. The power reduction with
respect to other gated clock schemes is obtained by an efficient implementation of the logic gates and
properly reducing the number of XOR gates in the feedback network. Transistor level simulations are
performed by using standard cells in a 28-nm FD-SOI CMOS technology and a 300-MHz clock. Simu-
lation results show a power reduction with respect to traditional implementations, which reaches values
higher than 30%.
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INDEX TERMS Complementary pass-transistor logic (CPL), gated clock, linear feedback shift register
(LFSR), low-power design, transmission gate (TG).

I. INTRODUCTION10

Today, linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs) are widely11

used in many electronics equipment that require very fast12

generation of a pseudo-random sequence, such as built-in test13

of digital circuits [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], where theminimization14

of area, power and delay are the most important figures15

of merit. LFSRs are also fundamental building blocks in16

stream ciphers for secure communications used in GSM and17

LTE applications [6], and in lightweight stream ciphers for18

embedded systems [7]. Word-based LFSRs were introduced19

to efficiently use the structure of modern word-based pro-20

cessors. Such LFSRs are used in a variety of stream ciphers,21

most notably in the SNOW series of stream ciphers [8] and22

in image encryption applications [9]. LFSRs are also used23

to generate an approximation of white noise for parameters24

estimation and system identification purposes [10], and in the25

Global Positioning System where an LFSR is used to rapidly26

transmit a sequence that indicates high-precision relative time27

offsets [11]. LFSRs are also widely used in direct sequence28

spread spectrum (DSSS) systems [12], and error detection29

and correction by implementing BCH (Bose, Chaudhuri,30
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FIGURE 1. Generic n-bit LFSR: Fibonacci or standard configuration (a) and
Galois or modular configuration (b).

Hocquenghem) and CRC (cyclic redundancy codes) encoder 31

and decoder circuits [13], [14], [15]. Recently LFSR have 32

been also exploited to build strong physical unclonable func- 33

tions (PUFs) for cryptographic applications [16], [17]. 34
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Hardware implementation of linear feedback shift registers35

can be obtained by adopting two alternative configurations,36

both depicted in Fig. 1, each generating the same output bit37

stream. The configurations are named Fibonacci configura-38

tion (Fig. 1a) also known as standard, many-to-one or external39

XORgates, and the Galois configuration (Fig. 1b) also known40

as modular, one-to-many or internal XOR gates [18].41

These topologies are very simple to build, but since the42

clock-path of all flip-flops toggles at every clock cycle, they43

waste a non-negligible amount of power.44

Although the LFSR power consumption has been exten-45

sively addressed in literature [19], [20], [21], the proposed46

solutions reduced power consumption at the cost of an47

increased circuit complexity, thus obscuring the major advan-48

tage of the LFSRs. A gated clock solution to reduce power49

consumption of the LFSRs has been also proposed by one50

of the authors in [22], where the analysis demonstrated that51

the power reduction strongly depends on the technological52

characteristics of the employed gates.53

Moreover, in the same paper it has been found that a rela-54

tionship involving technology parameters has to be satisfied55

in order to achieve a power reduction with respect to a tradi-56

tional (non-gated clock) LFSR. In particular, even if the above57

relationship involving technology parameters gets satisfied,58

the maximum power reduction allowed by the approach in59

[22] with respect to a traditional (non-gated clock) LFSR is60

below 10%.61

In this paper we propose a more efficient gated clock62

design approach for LFSRs, which greatly reduce power con-63

sumption without unduly complicating the traditional simple64

topology. With respect to other gated clock schemes, the pro-65

posed approach allows more power saving, thanks to a power66

efficient implementation of the logic gates that implement the67

clock gating network, and by properly reducing the number68

of XOR gates in the feedback path. Indeed, the proposed69

approach has resulted in a power reduction that can reach70

values higher than 30%.71

II. BACKGROUND72

A. LINEAR FEEDBACK SHIFT REGISTER73

A linear feedback shift register (LFSR) is a shift register74

whose input bit is a linear function of its previous state.75

By referring to the standard implementation in Fig. 1,76

LFSR is realized with an array of flip-flops (FFs) with a linear77

feedback performed by several XOR gates.78

The initial value of the LFSR is called the seed, and since79

the operation of the register is deterministic, the stream of val-80

ues produced by the register is completely determined by its81

current state. Although LFSRs are very simple to implement,82

they are based on a rather complex mathematical theory [23].83

However, they can be efficiently described through the nth-84

order polynomial85

pc = xn + cn−1xn−1 + · · · + c1x + 1 (1)86

where the binary coefficients ci (i = 1, 2, . . . n − 1), define87

the well-known characteristic polynomial (pc), which set the88

FIGURE 2. Traditional gated clock circuit for FFs without enable signal.

FIGURE 3. Gated clock LFSR implementation.

length of the pseudo-random sequence and the other statisti- 89

cal properties of the bit generator. 90

By defining PFF and PXOR the power consumption of the 91

FFs and the XOR gates, respectively, the power consumption 92

of the conventional LFSR in Fig. 1 can be modeled as 93

PConv = nPFF + ntαPXOR (2) 94

where n is the register length (i.e., the order of the generator), 95

nt is the number of the inner taps (i.e., the number of the terms 96

of the polynomial characteristic except xn and 1), α is the 97

switching activity at the inner nodes, which, in a LFSR with 98

n ≥ 6 and assumingmaximumperiod, is approximately equal 99

to 0.5 [22]. 100

From (2), it appears that for the topologies in Fig. 1 the 101

clock path toggles at every clock cycle, thus dissipating a 102

significant amount of power especially at high clock rates. 103

Vice versa, power consumption of FF D-path and XOR 104

gates depend on the switching activity and hence its value 105

is reduced by 50% with respect to the maximum value. 106

B. DYNAMIC POWER MANAGEMENT 107

Dynamic Power Management (DPM) is a commonly adopted 108

strategy to reduce power consumption in a digital system. 109

It consists in disabling the logic circuits that are not perform- 110

ing functional operations during a particular time frame. 111

At circuit level, this strategy is known as ‘‘gated clock 112

approach’’ [24], [25] and, for flip-flops with no enable signal, 113

it consists in their activation only when the input signal 114

is different from the actual output value, according to the 115

scheme depicted in Fig. 2. 116

A modified LFSR that takes advantage of the gated clock 117

strategy is shown in Fig. 3. The topology reduces the flip-flop 118
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power consumption, PFF , at the price of additional power119

consumption due to the extra gates required to implement the120

gated clock approach.121

Therefore, for the gated clock LFSR in Fig. 3, the power122

consumption in (2) turns into123

PGC ≈ nαP′FF + (n+ nt) αPXOR + nαPNAND (3)124

where the term n · α · P′FF represents the dissipation of the125

FFs with the new load conditions (i.e., the extra XOR gates).126

In [22], to further reduce the power consumption of the127

extra gates, the authors proposed a single CMOSXORNAND128

gate to drive the clock terminals of the FFs. The power129

dissipation was estimated in130

PGC[22] ≈ nαP
′

FF + ntαPXOR + nαPXORNAND (4)131

but, the reduction in the overall power dissipationwith respect132

to a traditional (non-gated clock) LFSR was no better than133

10%, thus limiting the benefit of the proposed topology.134

III. IMPROVED GATED CLOCK IMPLEMENTATION135

A. EFFICIENT LOGIC GATE IMPLEMENTATION136

Reducing the overall power dissipation can be accomplished137

by reducing the power consumption of the term PXORNAND138

in (4). This can be done by means of the power-aware139

solution depicted in Fig. 4, which combines the benefits of140

the complementary pass transistor logic (CPL-XOR/XNOR)141

with the transmission gate approach (TG-MUX) [26]. It is142

worth noting that the complementary signals required by143

the CPL-XOR/XNOR section are easily available as output144

signals of many FF standard cells. Moreover, the complemen-145

tary outputs of the CPL-XOR/XNOR section are perfectly146

tailored to drive the TG-MUX section since they guarantee147

a full voltage swing at the output node of the XORAND gate148

without any additional level restoring transistors.149

The power consumption of a gated clock LFSR imple-150

mented using the XORAND circuit in fig. 4 can be modeled151

as152

PCPT_TG ≈ nαP
′′

FF + ntαPXOR (5)153

where the power consumption of the gated circuit, PXORNAND,154

is virtually eliminated and the FFs power consumption, PFF ′′,155

accounts for the smaller capacitive effects due to both CPL156

and TG circuits.157

B. REDUCED XOR NUMBER158

To further cut down the LFSR power consumption, we pro-159

pose an additional strategy to reduce the number of XOR160

gates in the feedback path, nt , by taking advantage of the161

CPL-XOR/XNOR section in Fig. 4. Indeed, at the output162

of this CPL gate we have a binomial x i+1 ⊕ x i, with index163

i from 0 to n − 2, which can be used to save XORs in164

the feedback path. For example, considering the polynomial165

x7 + x3 + x2 + x + 1, instead of using three XORs in the166

feedback path to implement x3⊕(x2⊕(x⊕1)), we can simply167

do the XOR of the binomials x3⊕x2 and x⊕1 available at the168

FIGURE 4. Power-aware XORAND for gated clock implementation.

outputs of the CPL gates. Moreover, in case of non-adjacent 169

taps, we can exploit the property x i ⊕ x i = 0. 170

For example, the polynomial x5+x2+1, which needs only 171

one XOR in the traditional topology, can be implemented 172

again with only one XOR whose inputs are the binomi- 173

als (x2 + x) and (x + 1) available at the outputs of the 174

CPL-XOR/XNOR. 175

To derive the number of XOR gates required in the feed- 176

back network by using the proposed strategy, let us consider 177

the ordered m-elements array, ai, of the taps exponent (for 178

example, for the polynomial x10 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 the array 179

elements are a1 = 1, a2 = 3, a3 = 4 and a4 = 10). Then, 180

the number of the XOR required in the feedback network is 181

given by 182

n′t = a1 − 1+
∑m

2 −1

i=1
(a2i+1 − a2i) (6) 183

Note that in (6) a1 is the lowest exponent of the polynomial 184

characteristic, and terms in the sum are couple of close taps 185

exponents, without the highest one. 186

By inspection of relationship (6), it is apparent that the 187

minimum number of XOR is required when the characteristic 188

polynomial contains the term x, and all the couple of taps are 189

also adjacent. 190

Table 1 summarizes the number of XOR gates necessary to 191

implement the feedback circuit of some characteristic poly- 192

nomials both in the traditional topology, nt (i.e., number of 193

the inner taps), and by adopting the proposed strategy, n′t 194

evaluated through relationship (6). 195

If we now focus on Table 1, it is apparent that the proposed 196

strategy does not always need a lower number of XOR gates. 197

Thus, to achieve a further reduction on the number of XOR 198

gates, we can efficiently use together the outputs of the 199

CPL-XOR/XNOR sections (i.e., the terms x i+1⊕ x i), and the 200

terms x i at the outputs of the FFs. 201

Thus, a further reduction on the number of XOR gates in 202

the feedback path is achieved, since it results equal to 203

n′′t = nt − mc (7) 204

where mc is the number of adjacent taps couples, but con- 205

sidering each tap in only one couple. For example, in the 206
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TABLE 1. Number of XORs in the linear feedback path of some LFSRs.

polynomial x10 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 the couples of adjacent207

taps, mc, are 2, that is, the couples (x4 + x3) and (x + 1).208

Note that now, unlike for relationship (6), the term x0 is209

also included to find the adjacent couples.210

By inspection of Table 1, where also the number of XOR211

gates required by adopting this strategy, n′′t , is reported,212

it is apparent that now the number of XOR gates in the213

feedback path is always lower (or equal) than nt thus pro-214

viding an overall power reduction on the feedback network215

contribution.216

Finally, it has to be remarked that, in the feedback network,217

where XOR gates have to drive FFs instead of TGs, it is not218

convenient to implement XOR gates with the CPL topology.219

Indeed, the highest output voltage value of CPL is equal to220

VDD − Vtn (i.e., a weak logical ‘1’).221

This value may not be sufficiently high to switch off the222

PMOS transistors at the input of the FFs, and a static power223

consumption contribution may arise.224

Thus, unless additional transistors to provide level restor-225

ing are included, CPL-XOR/XNOR gates in feedback net-226

work result inefficient with respect to the traditional CMOS227

implementation [27].228

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES AND SIMULATION RESULTS229

We have compared the power consumption among the LFSRs230

designed with the proposed gated clock approach, with the231

traditional implementation and with the solution given in232

[22]. We remark that the proposed approach allows to reduce233

power consumption without severely affecting the critical234

path of the circuit and thus without limiting the speed of235

the serial LFSR, which exhibits the lowest critical path236

delay among all the LFSR architectures. Recently parallel237

approaches [13], [14], [15], have been proposed, specifically238

FIGURE 5. Simplified schematic of the used D-type flip-flop.

FIGURE 6. Simplified schematic of the speed-optimized XOR gate
included in the STM standard-cell library.

targeted for BCH and CRC encoders, but due to the very 239

different architecture, a comparison between the LFSR pre- 240

sented in this paper and these parallel approaches is not 241

fair, therefore we do not include parallel approaches in the 242

comparison. 243

Specifically, using a commercial 28-nm CMOS FD-SOI 244

technology process in the Cadence simulation environment, 245

we have run several transistor level simulations on the topolo- 246

gies having the characteristic polynomials in Table 1. For 247

the digital blocks, we used the master-slave positive edge 248

triggered D-type Flip-Flop depicted in Fig. 5 and the two- 249

input speed-optimized XOR gate in Fig. 6, both included in a 250

standard threshold voltage, low-power option standard cells 251

library. In addition, for the circuits reported in [26] and in 252

Fig. 4, we used the thin oxide N-type and P-type MOSFETs 253

with low threshold voltage and minimum channel length of 254

28-nm, included in the same design kit. All circuits have been 255

clocked at 300 MHz and powered at 1 V. 256

The simulation results of the LFSRs designed with the dif- 257

ferent approaches are summarized in Table 2. By comparing 258
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TABLE 2. Power consumption (Expressed in µW) of the simulated LFSRs.

TABLE 3. Area and critical path delay of the 16 bit simulated LFSRs.

the approach proposed in [22] with respect to the traditional259

implementation, we note that the power consumption of the260

FFs is reduced by nearly 25% after applying the clock gated261

design, but the overall power reduction is only lower than262

8% since extra gates are introduced to implement the gated263

circuit. In other words, the XORNAND gates contribute with264

12-18% of the overall power consumption with an inverse265

dependence on the number of the taps.266

On the other hand, as expected, the proposed solution,267

as reported in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 7, allows a sig-268

nificant power saving, which is typically higher than 20%269

and often (especially for higher order polynomials) reaching270

values around 30%.271

Finally, it is worth noting that, unlike the strategy in [22],272

the overall power saving of the proposed gating approach273

is proportional to the number of taps. Indeed, by increasing274

the number of taps, although the capacitive effects of the275

feedback network also increase, there is, according to (7),276

an increased probability to find couples of adjacent taps that 277

reduce the number of the XOR gates. 278

For area and delay estimation purposes, we have coded 279

in VHDL and synthesized by using the Cadence GenusTM 280

tool the 16 bits LFSRs reported in Table 2, considering both 281

the conventional and the gated clock implementation in [22]. 282

To estimate area and delay of the LFSRs exploiting the 283

approach proposed in this paper, we have implemented also 284

the full custom layout of the power-aware XORAND circuit 285

in Fig. 4. The area of the LFSRs has then been estimated 286

by summing the area of the standard cells and the area of 287

the power-aware XORAND exploited in the different 16 bits 288

LFSRs implementations. 289

Table 3 summarizes the area and critical path delays of 290

the 16 bits LFSRs reported in Table 2, confirming how the 291

proposed approach does not affect the critical path delay, 292

which is, in all cases, set by the feedback path. The area 293

estimations suggest also that the proposed approach results 294
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FIGURE 7. Power reduction of the proposed LFSR (×) and solution given
in [22] (+) with respect to the traditional implementation.

not only in a significant power consumption saving, but also295

in a slight area reduction with respect to the approach in [22].296

V. CONCLUSION297

An efficient solution to reduce the power consumption of the298

popular linear feedback shift register has been presented and299

discussed in detail. The approach uses in some parts CPL300

design style and benefits from using the gated clock also to301

implement the feedback network, thus allowing to reduce the302

number of XOR gates. The proposed design approach has303

been validated by simulations in a 28 nm CMOS technology304

and, compared to traditional implementation, has been shown305

to lead to a power reduction up to 30%, without increasing306

area and critical path delay.307
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